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Legal Disclaimer Nothing in this White Paper is an offer to sell, or the solicitation of
an offer to buy, any tokens. ArchieNeko is publishing this White Paper solely to
receive feedback and comments from the public. If and when ArchieNeko offers for
sale any tokens (or a Simple Agreement for Future Tokens), it will do so through
definitive offering documents, including a disclosure document and risk factors.
Those definitive documents also are expected to include an updated version of this
White Paper, which may differ significantly from the current version. Nothing in
this White Paper should be treated or read as a guarantee or promise of how
ArchieNeko’s business or the tokens will develop or of the utility or value of the
tokens. This White Paper outlines current plans, which could change at its
discretion, and the success of which will depend on many factors outside
ArchieNeko’s control, including market-based factors and factors within the data
and cryptocurrency industries, among others. Any statements about future events
are based solely on ArchieNeko’s analysis of the issues described in this White
Paper. That analysis may prove to be incorrect.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
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Archie Token was launched on March 25, 2022, on 
Ethereum Network.  We did have a dream because 
we created this token in memory of our beloved 
“Archie” who went to heaven on November 13, 
2021.  Our dream was not to hurt our holders by 
pumping and dumping.  We setup an anti-whale 
system to prevent that from happening, along 
with a high tokenomics.  Unfortunately, with the 
volatile crypto market and things that happened 
to eth prices caused our chart to crash.  Along 
with those reasons, we could not attract more 
investors due to the fact of our tokenomics and 
our decision not to list on any exchanges.  Some of 
these decisions may have looked bad in some 
eyes, I can look back and say that we made the 
right decisions.  Because of the fact, we did have 
plan from the beginning to have our own 
blockchain and be independent from all this so 
called “traditional crypto” practices.

Even though, we didn’t do much better of 
attracting more people into our project, we never 
stop investing on utilities.  After our launch on 
March 25th, we introduced our Archie Staking and 
Farming along with Lucky strike on April 10th.  
Lucky strike was a total failure because of the gas 
that eth charges on uniswap.  I have asked our 
holders not to use Lucky strike at all.  But our 
staking was one of the best in the industry to 
offer.  We have 30, 60 and 90 days with as much 
as 144% apy paid out.  When I offered 144%, there 
were critics that said it is a gimmick.  Of course, I 
have to arrange more tokens from the dev bag to 
accommodate the pay out, but we did take care of 

each and every individual who have staked.  We 
continued our staking program till October 7th.  

Our decision not to go into CEX exchanges have 
hurt us for adaption of new holders and exposure 
in the market.  At the same time, it would have 
hurt us a lot more because of what was happening 
in that sector of crypto industry.  

As I always said to you all, my dream of buying a 
cup of coffee with Archie Coin one day somewhere 
in this universe.  For that, we needed to focus 
more on research and development of upcoming 
Blockchain.  I have devoted all my time and 
resources into it.  We have hired engineers from all 
over the world to work on this project.  For simple 
fact, it is more than just a Blockchain.  It is a 
complete eco-system within crypto world that no 
one ever tried to do.  Creating a crypto that will 
generate revenue from our ArchieMetaverse 
projects and services that everyone needs and will 
use and happy to pay for it.  

Corona was a pandemic for us and our loved ones 
but, corona has taught us a lesson.  Which is to do 
things untraditional way and we will be fine.  Have 
you thought about having online class for your 
little kids? Of course, adults have been taking 
online classes such as continuing education or 
even post graduate classes.  But for little ones? 
Never heard of it until Corona.  Have you heard of 
meeting your doctor online via a phone app to get 
medicine for sickness? Now you know how that 
works.
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These examples made me think.  Are we behind on 
our uses of technology?  Yes indeed.  We need to 
look forward and think about the possibility of 
connecting Web 3 with AI (Artificial Intelligence) to 
do our day-to-day necessary small things even.  
How can we use that to create revenue by offering 
services or play-2-earn games and even having a 
real estate project in an imaginary virtual world 
and connect that to the real world.  That is when 
the idea of ArchieMeta came up.  

Again, the traditional crypto industry metaverse 
idea was brought to me again from lots of our 
holders to sell acres of land and use the money to 
build the Metaverse.  I did not want to do that.  So 
instead, we thought about another way to help our 
holders to have real passive income and that is 
when we introduced our ArchieNeko NFT.  These 
NFTs are made from the image of our beloved 
Archie and assigned a position in the 
ArchieMetaverse.  For example, we have planned 
for 72 projects in first phase of ArchieMetaverse.  
Projects planned includes Casinos, Raceways, 
shooting range, golf range, convention centers, 
night clubs, cruise ship and so on.  All these 
projects need to be manned to have the real effect 
of these projects even though software’s and 
smart contracts are doing the real work behind the 
scenes.  In a way, instead of selling acres of land in 
virtual world, we are introducing a new way of 
using NFTs to pass the revenue to our holders.  
Then the next scenario came out about the NFTs. If 

we allow people to mint them, then how are we 
really give them assigned duties and prices.  So, we 
ended up minting every one of them and made it 
available for our holders to buy what they need 
based on the passive income anticipated based on 
the studies and factual data.  Again, these are 
simply based on figures and actual may vary.  
Please do your own research.  ArchieNeko NFT are 
ready to be bought and available in our website 
www.archienekonft.io.  Please visit and if you are 
interested in owning one, please email me at 
info@archieneko.com or come to our 24 hours 
voice chat.

Meanwhile, we have been working on our Layer 1 
Blockchain which is EVM Compatible and POS 
based.  ArchieChain is very much needed to serve 
our purpose of using our own ArchieMetaverse.  
Lower gas fees and faster transaction are a few 
benefits to talk about.

While we are working on our blockchain, we always 
have to be realistic in business.  We are a brand 
new blockchain and it will be hard for people to 
adapt to it.  To tell you all the truth, even listing on 
Dextools is very hard for a new blockchain.  Once 
the business picks up and of course everyone will 
list us and support us.  We need to survive till then 
and still have people to come to our 
ArchieMetaverse and that’s when the idea of 
Archie Aggregator opened up to us.
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Archie Aggregator is decentralized exchange where 
once we list a blockchain, any token or coin that has 
liquidity and tradable can be swapped to any 
token/coin within our blockchain listing criteria.  Let’s 
elaborate, we all have tried to go from a token in 
erc20 to a token in bep 20 for instance.  You know 
what you all have to do to get this transaction done 
and it takes hours or even days.  Now imagine, you 
have a swap in front of you that can swap against 50 
blockchain and many more to be added, almost all 
wallets and DEXs such as sushi swap, doge swap, 
pancake swap and uniswap to name a few.   
Currently, you will need whatever the gas required 
for each blockchain in your wallet but, that will 
change soon.  We are working on integrating $ARC 
to use as the gas all across all tokens/coins that is in 
the Archie Aggregator.  Isn’t that amazing? Soon it 
will be reality.

Now let’s touch on our Blockchain, it is a Layer 1 EVM 
Compatible with Near-Zero Gas and based on POS.  
When I say Near-Zero gas, we have set it at 4 gwei
and the speed of 2 seconds.  Now how can we use 
our blockchain to build our future.  $ARC is the 
native coin of ArchieChain.  Any transaction on 
ArchieChain is fueled by $ARC.  Not only that, when 
we are up and running and people see that our 
blockchain is working as we promised, ArchieMeta 
Verse is running smoothly, there will be other 
projects who wants to deploy their token on our 
blockchain.  That will bring more interest for our 
Blockchain along with the opportunity that they can 
pair against $ARC for liquidity. Imagine several 
projects that will buy $ARC and lock it as their pair 
liquidity and you can see where I am going with this.  

Again, we will make it there one day.  Do not think it 
will be done overnight.  We have to build trust and 
security in people’s mind to earn their business.

ArchieMetaverse consists of two islands totaling over 
13000 acres.  As I mentioned above, it will have 
almost everything that you see in your real world 
day-to-day.  City Hall, all departments of 
government body (police/fire/ambulance/water/ 
park/toll/roads and bridges and so on). Along with all 
kinds of entertainment business on land and on 
water with cruise ship.  We focused on more 
entertainment and gaming purpose and few real 
times service such as: meeting places. Convention 
centers.  Technology and people’s uses are 
outgrowing every day and we can always 
accommodate by adding more projects.  We have 
minted 15000 Archie Neko NFTs and only assigned 
9352 for current projects.

We are estimating about 3 Years to finish the Archie 
Metaverse except for the third phase, which is the 
Archie Realty.  We may start Archie Realty in 3 years.  
I am being realistic in here and will try to explain 
why.

First part of our Archie MetaVerse will be the Play-2-
Earn section.  As you all know the gaming and 
entertainment attracts Individuals and families to 
our MetaVerse.  We will have all types of games 
along with real life events in our Archie Metaverse.  
To name a few, Casino, raceway, shooting range, 
golf course, night clubs, Cruiseships, conventions 
center, marina and so on.
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Second part of our Archie Metaverse is e-
Commerce.  When we mention e-Commerce, it is 
about retail establishments that people will be or 
already are using to buy things.  But being 
realistic almost everyone is into it now-a-days 
and by the time we get to it, it may not be good 
for us.  Now, why didn’t I try to do it faster? 
Good question let’s look at it from a business 
perspective.  If we are aiming towards e-
Commerce rather than Play-2-Earn as we are 
doing, it will take lot more marketing and 
infrastructure and other things to accommodate 
the e-Commerce than play-2-earn gaming 
section.  In other words, our holders are average 
people, and we are not hyping so much if our 
holders have to wait for a long time for their ROI.  
That’s why I chose to do Play-2-Earn first and 
then work on to e-Commerce if, it is available.  
But then again, I have a plan B for everything.

Plan B of e-Commerce has to be presented after 
we talk about the third section of the Archie 
Metaverse.  My all-time dream project, Archie 
Realty.  

Archie Realty will be our flagship project within 
ArchieMetaverse and outside here in the real 
world.  The need of new homes that is up to the 
new technology using the highest energy 
efficient will be needing for our future 
generations.  Currently, homes are built with 
traditional ideas, and we are stepping into new 
era of people using their home not just to reside 

but to explore the world.  I may sound kind of 
crazy to you now, have you ever thought about 
running your entire business in a mobile device? 
Then my crazy thinking will be true one day.  The 
new generation will need their dwelling to be 
used for multi-purpose and not just a place to 
reside anymore.  We have our plans in place to 
build homes throughout the world to take 
advantage of this need by using highest available 
technology and applying the actual need of the 
new generation.  For this, you may think why a 
crypto project trying to build homes?  That is 
when I will say things are changing.  There will be 
more people adapting to use crypto for their daily 
use and governments will regulate the crypto and 
it will be common for people to use their 
investments and buy a home with defi.  Now, this 
is not going to happen overnight and that’s why I 
stated above our flagship project only will start 
after all regulations are in place.  Then only we 
can really use our defi crypto to sell or buy as a 
normal situation.  It sounds a little crazy but think 
about what happened during corona.  The 
abnormal was the normal. 

Now, how is this going to work?  There will be 
home plans that will be converted to NFT, and 
you will be able to buy that unique NFT home 
plan.  Once we are ready to build that home 
somewhere in the world, you will have the first 
refusal to build that home and sell or you can sell 
the NFT home plan to the new owner to be build 
and make money.  
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Let’s trace back to the second phase of 
ArchieMetaverse that left talking about Plan B.  
Second phase of ArchieMetaverse was e-Commerce 
and retail establishments and we stated there may 
be more competition in that sector because giants 
are there already.  So, the Plan B is, we need to 
support our Phase 3 Archie Realty by helping their 
need of Home Building Supplies.  If you are in home 
building, you will realize how short are that industry 
on products.  IF we can have a supply chain to 
support our building project with latest and 
innovative technology products, I see a way to make 
money and support ourselves.  We are looking to 
make an auto pilot system that will support our eco 
system and be generous to our holders.

We do not stop here; we need more utilities, and we 
are researching and adding many as the days to 
come.  Few of the projects we are currently working 
on are:

Archie Wallet – 3 FA wallet that will have safety and 
security in the first place.

Archie Place – An NFT marketplace to be on Archie 
Chain and later on multi-Chain.

I do not want to brag about upcoming utilities until 
we are done and tested.  As the that happens ,I will 

definitely let you all know.

That gives a summary of our eco-system and the 
project overall.  Now let’s talk about our ArchieCoin 
and Archie Token.

ArchieCoin ($ARC)

ArchieCoin ($ARC) is the native coin of our own Layer 
1 Blockchain ArchieChain.  $ARC will be used as the 
fuel (gas) for transaction in ArchieSwap.  Not only 
that, but you will also need $ARC in your wallet to 
connect to our upcoming ArchieMetaVerse.  Not to 
mention, $ARC will be used as the fuel for all 
tokens/coin in Archie Aggregator regardless of which 
chain they are in.  We are configuring the system for 
you to have one coin $ARC and our smart contract 
and API will do the necessary transactions for you in 
the back end. And, on our ArchiePlace (NFT Market 
Place) the native coin will also be $ARC.  Above all 
these, any project that will be deploying a token on 
our blockchain will need $ARC and will be able to pair 
against $ARC to create their liquidity.  These are a 
few use cases of our $ARC and will be more to come.

Being the native coin of ArchieChain, there are no 
tokenomics (No BUY or SELL Taxes).  And being on 
our own blockchain, we have the gas fee at 4 gwei
with fast 2 second transaction time.
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STAKING

On top of all these, there are three staking 
options for $ARC holders.

Staking Validators.  Anyone can become a 
validator on our POS system by having 100000 
coins staked using our validated node available in 
GitHub.  We will also have a video and pdf 
document “how to be a validator “with Archie.  As 
you know, validators share the gas fee we collect 
on each transaction based on their block creation.

DEX Liquidity Providers You are also able to 
share the network fee (.25%) by providing 
liquidity to DEX.  Currently, out of total .25%, .17% 
paid out to Liquidity providers.

Regular Staking.   In addition, above two options, 
you are also able to stake your coins (min 
100,000) in our staking dApp which will be 
available at launch.

PRE SALE

We have originally started a pre-sale on our own 
ArchieChain and there will be on pink sale starting 
4/5 -4/57  Our hard cap on each one is $75,000 
and soft cap at 50%.  The pre-sale price is at 
.00004286 and launch price is .00005054.  We 
didn’t want to raise too much money and have a 
larger Market Cap than $500k.  We will be 
deploying to other chains later on.

LAUNCH DATE

APRIL 10, 2023. Time will be announced.

ARCHIE TOKEN

We have stopped trading on uniswap on our ERC 
20 Archie Token on March 20, 2023, at 11:59 CST.  
We have taken a screen shot of all holder accounts 
and published a PDF with all holder accounts that 
will receive their new token in ArchieChain.  I 
didn’t want to miss anyone so that I went down 
to .002 value and created the list.  The way it 
works is, whatever the value of token that you did 
have on ERC20 side, you will receive the same 
value of token (not the count of token because we 
are going from 10 sextillion to 1 billion token 
count).  You will not have to do anything but to 
add Archie Network to your original wallet.  There 
are no fees involved in this transition.

Archie Token on Archie Chain will be paired 
against $ARC and please note that since $ARC will 
be fueling the transaction on ArchieChain, you will 
need some $ARC in your wallet.
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ARCHIE TOKEN

We have stopped trading on uniswap on our ERC 
20 Archie Token on March 20, 2023, at 11:59 CST.  
We have taken a screen shot of all holder accounts 
and published a PDF with all holder accounts that 
will receive their new token in ArchieChain.  I 
didn’t want to miss anyone so that I went down to 
.002 value and created the list.  The way it works 
is, whatever the value of token that you did have 
on ERC20 side, you will receive the same value of 
token (not the count of token because we are 
going from 10 sextillion to 1 billion token count).  
You will not have to do anything but to add Archie 
Network to your original wallet.  There are no fees 
involved in this transition.

Archie Token on Archie Chain will be paired against 
$ARC and please note that since $ARC will be 
fueling the transaction on ArchieChain, you will 
need some $ARC in your wallet.

Now let’s talk about some use cases of all new 
Archie Token.

NFTs

There are two NFTs connected to this token.  

ArchieMetaNFT

Even though it is directly connected to 
ArchieMetaVerse by being the avatar NFT of our 
MetaVerse, we added this collection to Archie 
Token to build the value.  You can mint one of 
these Avatar NFTs (AVA) at  
www.archiemetanft.com for .049eth each.

Passive income by renting these to patrons of 
ArchieMetaverse.

Stake Archie Token with having so many 
ArchieMetaNFT (see clubs in PDF section of 
ArchieMetaNFT) to receive a higher APY.

UBET is another place you can make money if your 
NFT is revealed in the game.

WeCareKItty NFT

These NFTS are created to help WecareKitty 
Project financially without hurting our chart or 
accepting donations from our holders.  They are 
available to mint at .079 eth on 
wecarekittynft.com.  

33% of the proceeding from the sale of 
WeCareKItty NFT will be used for the WeCareKItty 
Project and 10% will be used to buy Archie Token 
circulating supply and burn it.  

STAKING

Token Staking You are able to use dApp within our 
website to stake at least 100,000 Archie Tokens.  
More Details are on the PDF or website.

NFT/Token Staking   You are able to receive a 
higher APY if you hold more ArchieMeta NFT and 
staking minimum 100,000 archie tokens.  More 
details on website and in PDF

Please note that staking with WeCareKitty NFT 
will be available next month.
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Now let’s talk about some MORE use cases of all new Archie 
Token.

UBET

When we thought about making our project interesting to 
our holders, we have looked at different things. We came 
with ideas such as staking Archie Token and ArchieMeta 
NFT Staking and saved 10% of our tokens for the same 
purposes. That was not enough, we need our holders to 
engage in our project daily and make it interesting for 
everyone

After serious talk and thoughts, we came with idea of 
UBET – You Bet To Win.

Basically, it is a game that any of our Archie Token holder 
can play to win. They enter the UBET dApp and bet 
anywhere from 100 Archie Token to 25000 per slots and 
there are total of 10 slots in agame. Upon finish betting, 
they can hit to reveal the image of ArchieNekoNFT 
instantly. They will win the amount based on the image of 
ArchieMetaNFT revealed. All 5000 NFTs, whether they are 
minted or not, will have a unique assigned rarity number 
assigned by us. List is available in ArchieMetaNFT.com.

Not only the player wins, the owner of NFT also wins with 
game. Another reason you should own a ArchieMeta NFT.

LAUNCH DATE:

Monday April. 17, 2023. Time to be Announced.

There will be no pre-sale or private sale with this token.  
Our current holders will be the first one to be on this token.

Your new tokens will be air dropped to your wallet that 
holds ARCHIE token from ERC-20 and you will not have to 
do anything other than download Archie Network into your 
Wallet.  We will announce the contract address for the 
Archie Token in ArchieChain and you just have to import 
that.  Remember $ARC is the gas on Archie Chain and make 
sure you have $ARC in your wallet to enable transations.

Please go through the rest of the pages in this pdf and 
always we are open 24/7 on our telegram chat. Our chat is 
more a customer service space than just a pumping and 
hyping. We are there for you 24/7 please join and get your 
questions answered.

I have tried my level best to explain and give you a
summary what is being going on and please our Telegram 
Voice chat is open 24 hours and please join as k any 
questions.

Hoping to do much better with our All New Blockchain and 
I will need lots of your prayers and support.

Thank you

Jp
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Revenue

Pump and Dump

Can we change the way we do traditional crypto and use New
technology available with Web 3 and AI (Artificial Intelligence)
and create business that will bring revenue ?

Based Crypto

NOT A TRADITIONAL
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Introduction of 

Archie Chain and Benefits
ArchieChain is a Proof-of-Stake (PoS) and EVM-compatible blockchain that aims 
to bring cheap and fast transactions to crypto users. ArchieChain focuses on 
scalability, security, robustness, and utility to benefit its users. ArcCoin ($ARC) 
is the native coin used on the ArchieChain blockchain. $ARC is used for paying 
gas fees for transactions as well as smart contract deployment and interactions. 
ArchieChain will ultimately provide ArchieCoin (ARC) users with access to tokens, 
blockchain games, NFTs, decentralized applications (DApps), and the ever-
growing Defi ecosystem. To further allow use in decentralized applications, we 
also created an ERC20 version of ARC called Wrapped ARC ($WARC). $ARC and 
$WARC can be converted to each other at a one-to-one ratio.

The main goal of ArchieChain is to increase the 
use cases of ArcCoin by providing it with much-
needed utility. ArchieCoin (ARC) users are able to 
create smart contracts and benefit from fast and 
cheap transactions.
While Ethereum suffers from high transaction 
costs, on ArchieChain, even the “most expensive” 
transactions will cost mere cents

Purpose of 
Archie Chain

www.archiechain.io White Paper

http://www.archiechain.io/
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Partaking in lucrative GameFi 
opportunities and engaging 
with the growing blockchain 

gaming community.

Accessing advanced 
financial instruments such

as staking, lending, 
borrowing, and liquidity 

mining.

Participating in 
DAOs and funding 

entire communities.Participating in the NFT market
through minting and 

exchanging NFTs by paying for
gas with $ARC.

Joining decentralized 
exchanges to swap tokens and

speculate on their value

The main goal of ArchieChain is to increase the use cases of Archiecoin by providing it
with much-needed utility. Here are a few examples of potential use cases:

Taking part in the upcoming
metaverse revolution 
through ArchieChain-

powered NFTs.

Main Goal of 
Archie Chain
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Benefits of 

Archie Chain
Fast block 

time

IBFT Proof

EVM

Decentralized 
Governance

Low gas fees

Cross-chain 
compatibility
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Benefits of

Archie Chain

173/26/

01

IBFT Proof
IBFT Proof-of-Stake (PoS) consensus: 

Community users can participate in the 
network which ensures a permissionless 

and decentralized blockchain.

02

EVM Compatible

ArchieChain is an EVM-compatible 

blockchain that aims to complement the 

original ArchieCoin(ARC

03

Decentralized The 

Governance
Community members (token holders) can 

make proposals, delegate, vote on the 
blockchain parameters & events, and 

influence governance decisions.

04

Cross Chain Capability

Being EVM compatible, assets on ArchieCoin 

(ARC) can be easily swapped via a cross-chain 

bridge to other EVM-based chains and sent 

back to the ArchieCoin (ARC) network as 

needed.

05

Low gas fees

Having low gas fees are important 
because it helps support further 

decentralization. When fees are low, the 
blockchain can have more use cases that 
previously wouldn’t be possible with high 

fees.

Proof of Stake

ArchieChain is 7x times faster than Ethereum and 

300x times faster than Bitcoin. Having a fast block 

time helps to allow for more transactions to take 

place. When more and more individuals and 

companies start using the blockchain, the fast 

block time helps to prevent network congestion.

06
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ArchieChain Main Net
Please use the information provided as exactly:

Adding Archie Chain TestNet/MainNet to Metamask
Step 1
The first step is to open your web browser and go to the MetaMask plugin, then to the Network tab (left side of your profile). Here you will see
all the list of Networks which is available by default on MetaMask
Step 2
Click "Add Network" to enter information such as Network Name, RPC URL, and Chain ID; however, you must ensure that the
information is right.

1. Network Name:
2. New RPC Rule:
3. Chain ID:
4. Currency Symbol:
5. Block Explorer URL:

Archie MainNet
https://rpc-main-1.archiechain.io
1243
ARC
https://archiescan.io

1. Network Name:
2. New RPC Rule:
3. Chain ID:
4. Currency Symbol:
5. Block Explorer URL:

Archie TestNet
https://rpc-test-1.archiechain.io
1244
ARC
https://testnet.archiescan.io

Adding Archie Chain

TestNet/MainNet to Metamask

ArchieChain Main Net
Please use the information provided as exactly:
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STABLE COIN OF ARCHIE CHAIN

ArchieChain introduces a native cryptocurrency - ArcCoin($ARC). This 
community-focused token serves as a primary governance token for the 
ArchieChain blockchain and comes with various use cases. It's worth noting 
that the entirety of the $ARC coins supply will be pre-mined upon the 
release of the main net. $ARC is used for fueling transactions, smart 
contracts, and dApps.

Total Supply: 10,000,000,000. (10 Billion)
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ArchieChain (ARC) is a decentralized public blockchain that has high performance and

EVM compatibilities.

Native coin of ArchieChain (ARC) will be $ARC , which will be pooled against USDT for

stability. Wrapped$ARC will be known as $WARC.

Main Features of being on Archie Chain are:

✓ Decentralized Governance

✓ Near-Zero Gas fee

✓ POS – Green Technology

✓ EVM Compatible

✓ Fast Block Time

✓ Cross-Chain Compatibility

✓ Better awareness in the market since we share the “ARCHIE” name

And many more…

STABLE COIN OF ARCHIE CHAIN

no
BUY

Tax OR S
ELL Tax
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STABLE COIN OF ARCHIE CHAIN
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• There are no fees other than usual gas 
fees to send and receive coins.  

• ARC will be the gas used on 
ArchieChain.

Plan Amount days No of 
Months

APR Monthly Total Token 
Received

Emergency 
Withdrawal

10%

1 100000 30 1 18% 1.50% 101500 90000

2 100000 90 3 24% 2.00% 106000 90000

3 100000 180 6 30% 2.50% 115000 90000
4 100000 360 12 36% 3.00% 136000 90000

Rules:
a) Min Arc Coin to be staked: 100,000.
b) Staking rewards are calculated at the end of the 

staking pool time and user can withdraw their 
staking coins and rewards according to the pool 
they are in.

c) If the user wants to unstake amount before 
unstaking time, then 10% will be deducted as an 
early withdrawal fee and added to the staking pool, 
and also no reward will be allocated. Plan more 
detail is explained in the table

Staking dApp will be available from the launch 
and you will be able to stake:
▶ Archie Coin

As an added benefit as holder of Arc Coin, we are offering our holders a
unique staking platform. We have set aside 10% (1 billion) of our Arc Coin
for the staking pool. While you are helping the project by locking your
coins in a staking pool, we want to thank you for your patronage and
share part of our coins to you. There are no fees to use our dApp except
for the little gas that you pay to stake or unstake. Notably, ArchieChain is
set at 4gwei for gas charge.

ARCHIE COIN ($ARC)STAKING PROGRAM

• In the current staking pools, we are offering:
18% APY 24%  APY 30% APY 36% APY
30 DAYS 90 DAYS 180 DAYS 360 DAYS

10% Early Withdrawal Fee applies. See below for more details.

In this dAPP 4 types of staking plan are available
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Liquidity
17%

Pre-Sale
35%

Developer
10%

Marketing
20%

Team
5%

Staking
10%

Archie Foundation
3%

Ø Developer wallet will be locked for 1-year
Ø Liquidity will be locked for 1-year
Ø Team coins will be on a 1-year vesting program.
Ø Archie Foundation coins will be locked for 1-year.
Ø Marketing/Dex coins will only be used for expenses 

to market and list on DEX.

Description PCT% Number of Tokens

Liquidity 17% 1,700,000,000

Pre-Sale 35% 3,500,000,000

Developer 10% 1,000,000,000

Marketing 20% 2,000,000,000

Team 5% 500,000,000

Staking 10% 1,000,000,000

Archie Foundation 3% 300,000,000

TOTAL 100% 10,000,000,000

ARCH IE

Token Allocations STABLE COIN OF ARCHIE CHAIN

Total Supply:
10,000,000,000
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ARC COIN / WARC COIN

MULTI-CHAIN OFFERING
We are a brand new blockchain and we should realize that crypto is all about
trust and adaptivity. It is very important to have our project be visible to as
many as people as possible. We need to build our blockchain and eco-system
on Archie Chain. At the same time, we need people to use our system and be
familiar with what we are trying to achieve for our holders.

For that purpose, we will be launching on Pancake Swap (Binance Smart Chain)
by swapping our ArchieCoin($ARC) on our ArchieBridge to WARC( Wrapped
ARC).

DEFI EXCHANGE OF THE ARC CHAIN

ArchieChain BSC(Binance Chain)

Pre Sale is open on ArchieChain and Pink Sale Pre Sale will be announced soon

WE WILL BE ON OTHER 
BLOCKCHAIN LATER.  PLEASE 
CHECK THE ROAD MAP FOR 
MORE DETAILS.
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The ArchieSwap protocol enables crypto trades 
without the reliance on a centralized intermediary.

The protocol achieves this through 
decentralization, liquidity pools, and automated

market maker.

DeFi Exchange for the ArchieChain (ARC) that is a
Layer 1 EVMCompatible BlockChain with near-
zero Gas and Fast BlockChain.

DEFI EXCHANGE OF THE ARC CHAIN
STABLE COIN OF ARCHIE CHAIN
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DEFI EXCHANGE OF THE ARC CHAIN

Benefits of 

ArchieSwap
One of the main benefits of DEXs is the high degree of determinism achieved by using blockchain technology
and immutable smart contracts. Whereas in centralized exchanges (CEXs), such as Coinbase or Binance, the
platform facilitates trading using the internal matching engine of the exchange, DEXs execute trades through
smart contracts and on-chain transactions

Traders and liquidity providers interact with DEXs directly from their crypto wallets, retaining full custodianship
of their assets. All transactions are subsequently defined and processed via smart contracts.

DEXs allow users to maintain full custody of their funds via their self-hosted wallets during trading.

CEXs are infamous for manipulating markets and conducting insider trading. With no one there to benefit 
from such actions, DEXs clearly have no way of directing prices in their favor.

Smart contracts are predefined agreements that operate by autonomously executing commands. Combined 
with governance models, DEXs effectively transfer ownership of both the platform and assets to its users. 
Obviously enough, there is no centralized entity.
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The vision behind many DEXs is to have permissionless accessible, end-to-end on-chain infrastructure
with no central points of failure and decentralized ownership across a community of distributed
stakeholders.
This typically means protocol administrative rights are governed by a decentralized autonomous
organization (DAO), made up of a community of stakeholders, which votes on key protocol decisions.

Hosting DEXs is often done in a distributed manner to prevent attacks. Moreover, hackers can only
interact with liquidity pools on a trading platform and not with the users that interact with the
exchange.

Thanks to their decentralized nature, everyone can list an asset on DEXs without having to rely on a
vouching or verification system operated by the platform’s owners.

DEFI EXCHANGE OF THE ARC CHAIN

Benefits of 

ArchieSwap
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DEFI EXCHANGE OF THE ARC CHAIN

DeFi Exchange for the ArchieChain (ARC) that
is a Layer 1 EVMCompatible BlockChain
with near- zero Gas and Fast BlockChain.

The ArchieSwap protocol enables crypto trades without the reliance on
a centralized intermediary.

The protocol achieves this through 
decentralization, liquidity pools, and automated

market maker.
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ArchieScan is the leading Blockchain Explorer, 
Search, API and Analytics Platform for 
ARC(Archie Blockchain), a decentralized smart 
contracts platform. Built and launched in
2023 it is one of the safest and fastest running 
independent project built around ARC and its 
community with the mission of providing 
equitable access to blockchain data.

ArchieScan is a
Block Explorer for ARC

ArchieScan is a service on which any user can view ARC 
network statistics. The main task of the platform is to 

display information about the latest blocks and 
transactions of the network.

ArchieScan is the most trusted tool for navigating through 
all the public data on the ArchieChain (Archie 

Blockchain). This data includes transaction data, wallet 
addresses, smart contracts and much more.

The team behind ArchieScan includes seasoned 
developers and industry professionals, who developed 

the ArchieScan app to make the ArchieChain more 
accessible to everyday users.

Bl o c k E x p l o r e r f o r A R C
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✓Users can use ArchieScan to:

✓Calculate Archie gas fees with the ArchieScan gas tracker
✓Lookup and verify smart contracts

✓View the crypto assets held in or associated with a public wallet address
✓Observe live transactions taking place on the Archie blockchain
✓Lookup a single transaction made from any Archie wallet

✓Discover which smart contracts have a verified source code and security audit
✓Keep track of how many smart contracts a user has authorized with their wallet
✓Review and revoke access to a wallet for any decentralized applications (DApps)

ArchieScan allows users to view the assets held on any public Archie
wallet address. Using ArchieScan, enter any Archie address into the
search box to see the current balance and transaction history of the
wallet under consideration. ArchieScan will also display any gas fees
and smart contracts involving that address.

B l o c k E x p l o r e r f o r A R C

What is ArchieScan used for?
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USE CASES OF

ARCHIESCAN
▶ Users can view any transaction of the Archie blockchain on ArchieScan. 

These transactions include failed and pending transactions.

▶ ArchieScan can also keep track of the progress of an incoming transfer. 
One way to track a transaction using ArchieScan is to look it up on 
ArchieScan using its hash key. The hash provides users with an estimate 
of how long the transaction will take to confirm. The page refreshes once 
the transaction is complete.

▶ ArchieScan also works as an analytics platform. Anyone can use 
ArchieScan to analyze on-chain metrics like changes to ARC.

▶ Only information that is public on the Archie blockchain is displayed on 
ArchieScan, so information like a user’s private keys can’t be viewed on 
the app. ArchieScan doesn’t store any private keys and is not involved in 
any of the transactions shown. The app also cannot be used to solve a 
transaction failure.

B l o c k E x p l o r e r f o r A R C
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ARCHIESCAN
APPLICATIONS

Bl o c k E x p l o r e r f o r A R C

Blockchain wallets can 
provide different kinds of 
data, but the view is 
limited to the data related 
to the keys that the wallet
manages. Explorers are 
used for viewing data 
related to transactions 
carried out on all wallets of 
a given blockchain.

□ Transparency: They allow you to check balances and spending on smart contract
addresses such as when users are participating in an Initial Coin Offering, ICO.

□ Checking if a wallet address is valid to a blockchain before sending crypto to a
person.

□ Checking if a transaction has been sent to the person it is being sent to. It is like
having some public evidence that you have sent through cryptocurrencies to the
person. Owners can check their wallet balances.

□ Explorers can help to explain what is wrong with transactions that have not yet
gone through or been confirmed and the stages of confirmation.

□ It can help a user to know the current cost of a transaction or gas and therefore
help to plan gas spending for future transactions.

□ Sometimes it can help know if a group is the one that mined a transaction and
probably help in making decisions of whether to invest more computing resources
for future mining activity.

□ It can help user developers who are programming their wallet if they are working
properly to send, receive and store cryptocurrencies.

□ Explorers can be used alongside other software such as nodes to corroborate data
and information, for instance, to confirm other tools whether they are working 
appropriately.

□ Developers can also check what functions and features they need to include in their
wallets or other software using these explorers.

□ As research tools, explorers can help make important decisions related to personal, 
group, and company finances.
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Bu il t w it h vis io n
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ARCHIE METAVERSE
The need exists to change the current crypto space where
the value of your project is only tied to hype and buying
or selling the coin/token. Your project can fail instantly
just by hype failing, one whale selling off their holdings,
or a pump and dump group coming through. In order to
survive long-term, a cryptocurrency project needs to have
a product/service that generates revenue and this needs
to be what the value is based on. This is what we are
doing with Archie Metaverse. The demand for services
provided in Archie Metaverse will drive the value of Archie
Coin independent of the Crypto Market.

Archie Metaverse is a photo-realistic Metaverse
beginning with the play to earn Archie Island which
offers games and experiences in a photo-realistic virtual
reality environment.
There are total 72 projects planned in our
ArchieMetaverse and
we are estimating to finish the entire Play-2-Earn

projects in 3 years. Please review and refer to our NFTs
to see how those will be connected in the
ArchieMetaverse and how you can be part of the project
without heavy investments and still have a potential to
earn revenue.

Next will come e-commerce were actual products and
services can be purchased in Archie Metaverse.

And finally, a real estate component will be tied to
actual properties in the real world represented in
Archie Metaverse.

The value of Archie Coin ($ARC) will be determined by
the success of the Metaverse rather than buying and
selling Archie Coin. As a result of Archie Coin gains value,
so indirectly will the tokens listed on Archie Chain which
will have liquidity tied to Wrapped Archie Coin (WARC).
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Welcome to Archie 
Metaverse (Island of Archie

), a photorealistic 
metaverse island built on

its own unique Archie
blockchain; a living

experience that is designed
to exist continuously and
in real time, just asit does

in the physical world.

Planning and development of
this nearly 13000 acre(20 
square miles) scenic island 

Metaverse is already 
underway. From the tranquil 
river estuary, breath-taking 

mountains and sun- drenched
beaches, to the modern and
futuristic architecture of its

city structures, Archie
Metaverse is designed to be a
beautiful, harmonious blend

of both landscape and
cityscape.

ArchieMeta and you…
Ø The metaverse is considered next evolution of the internet. It will take 

many forms, including gaming, online communities and business meetings
where people collaborate via a digital facsimile or avatar of themselves.

Ø In the metaverse, people use avatars to represent themselves, 
communicate with each other and virtually build out the community. In 
the metaverse, digital currency is used to buy clothes -- or weapons and 
shielding in the case of video games -- and many other items. Users can 
also virtually travel through the metaverse for fun with no goal in mind 
using a virtual reality headset and controllers.

Ø What is the difference between the internet and the metaverse?

Ø The internet is a network of billions of computers, millions of servers and
other electronic devices. Once online, internet users can communicate with
each other, view and interact with websites, and buy and sell goods and
services.

Ø The metaverse doesn't compete with the internet -- it builds on it. In the
metaverse, users traverse a virtual world that mimics aspects of the 
physical world using such technologies such as virtual reality (VR), 
augmented reality (AR), AI, social media and digital currency. The internet
is something that people "browse." But, to a degree, people can "live" in
the metaverse
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The opportunities are immense when it comes to the metaverse. While heavyweight
tech entities are endeavoring to sculpt their name to become market leaders in this
industry, it is the right time for you to capitalize on this curve by launching your
own virtual world.

The rapid evolution of the metaverse is expected to benefit a plethora of aspects of our
real-world ecosystem, including education, healthcare, gaming, entertainment, arts, etc.
The advancement of AI and exquisite blend of VR/AR with user’s data would give them
whole new experiences.

Experts believe that the metaverse in 2040 will be a much-more-refined and truly
fully-immersive, well-functioning aspect of daily life for a half billion or more people
globally. So,metaverse for business is a key for entrepreneurs like you. From social
media, e-commerce to real estate, the options are limitless.

Host conferences, events, parties, business meet-ups, or any activities in the virtual
world through availing our metaverse development services. With diverse avenues to
personalize the platform, you can provide out-of-the-world experiences to your
customers.
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Experts firmly believe 
that the market will be 

valued at over 1 trillion in
the near future.

How colossal is this 
value? Take advantage

of this potential 
market to evolve as a 

metaverse tycoon.

People often get bored 
with conventional 

events/activities. They 
show great interest when
new technologies, such as
AR/VR are utilized in their

daily routine. Providing
this engaging experience

will bring new audiences all 
across the globe.

Be it a brand or individual,
everyone would love to

have a digital identity for 
themselves.

Metaverse is the
right place to strongly
build their own digital

identity and gives them
all the possibilities to 

perform diverse 
activities, similar to the

real world.

The virtual world realm is
getting really hot, and

many newcomers are
trying to capture this

space. Developing your
own virtual world and

bestowing a unique 
service would make you 
stand out in the crowd. 
Now is the time to lead 

the metaverse race!

Metaverse makes users 
wander all over the world
by simply sitting in their

room with the help of
the internet.

From meetings to fun
events, everything is 
possible in this virtual 

world. Tech enthusiasts 
are trying their best to 

leverage this technology.

A TRILLION DOLLAR 
INDUSTRY

NEED FOR IMMERSIVE 
EXPERIENCE

A DIGITAL WORLD 
IDENTITY

BE AN EARLY 
ADOPTOR

FUTURISTIC 
TECHNOLOGY
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2 Independent Islands 
Total Area : 13000 +Acres
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Play-2-Earn Game section will be launching in First Quarter of 2023
with the exception of Everest Gaming Centre in Q2 of 2023.

ENTERTAINMENT | GAMES

ArchieMeta will have various real world businesses whose real products/services
will be mimicked in ArchieMeta. Visitors will be able to purchase these

products/services and have them shipped to their actual homes or businesses.
The types of products and services will be evaluated at a later time depending

on how the market develops.

SHOPPING | OUTLETS

In the 13,000 acres that make up ArchieMeta, there will be both Commercial
Real Estate and Residential Real Estate. The commercial real estate, consisting

of the various businesses in ArchieMeta, is private and will never be sold.

HOMES | RENTALS
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We will be releasing the Play2Earn Games and Entertainment section of the Metaverse first because
this is something with which visitors are already familiar. Our goal through gaming and

entertainment is to get our visitors comfortable with a Web3 Virtual World in an environment that
feels familiar. This will eventually make it easier for them to use the E- Commerce and Real Estate

aspects of ArchieMeta as they come available in the next phases.

People will have access to games, entertainment, conferences, meeting spaces, conventions, trade
shows, night clubs, private beaches, vehicles, sightseeing, and much more! All in a Virtual Reality

Web3 environment! These experiences, though Virtual, will be designed to feel real just like being in
the real world through available VR technology such as headsets, suits, etc.
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No. PROJECT 
ID PROJECT DESCRIPTION

1 1.1. CITY HALL
2 1.1.B. ARCHIE CITY POLICE

DEPARTMENT (ACPD)

3 1.1.C. ISLAND OF ARCHIE FIRE
DEPARTMENT (FDIA)

4 1.1.D. EMS (ISLAND OF ARCHIE
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES)

5 1.1.E. ARCHIEFI
6 1.1.F. ARCHIEMETA PUBLIC WORKS
7 1.1.G. ARCHIEMETA TOLL AUTHORITY
8 1.1.H. ARCHIEMETA WASTE MANAGEMENT

9 1.1.I. ISLAND OF ARCHIE WATER
AUTHORITY

10 1.1.J. ARCHIE CITY PARKS & RECREATION

11 1.1.K. ARCHIE CITY URGENT CARE CENTER

12 2.1.A. ARCHIE EVEREST P2E CENTER
13 2.1.B. ARCHIE VENUS P2E CENTER
14 2.2.A. ARCHIE AUTO MOTOR SPEEDWAY
15 2.3.A. ORCHID 7-STAR HOTEL
16 2.3.B. COASTAL BAY 5-Star HOTEL
17 2.4.A. ARCHIE ARENA Sports Complex
18 2.4.B. NEKO STADIUM Sports Complex
19 2.4.C. DEFI FIELD Sports Complex
20 2.4.D. HORIZON STADIUM Sports Complex

21 2.5.A. ARCHIEWAY MARKET
22 2.6.A. ARCHIEMART SUPERCENTER
23 2.7.A. ATLANTIS NIGHT CLUB (Land)
24 2.7.B. DREAMZ NIGHT CLUB (LGBTQIA+)

No. PROJEC
T ID PROJECT DESCRIPTION

25 2.8.A. ARCHIEMETA CONVENTION CENTER
26 2.9.A. ARCHIE RESTAURANTS
27 2.10.A. ARCHIE INTERMETA AIRPORT
28 2.10.B. ARCHIE PRIVATE AIR
29 2.10.C. ARCHIE VERSEGATE
30 2.11.A. ARCHIE VALLEY RENEWABLE ENERGY
31 2.12.A. ARCHIE EXCEL LOGISTICS
32 2.13.A. ARCHIEMETA COUNTRY CLUB
33 2.14.A. ARCHIE BILLIARDS & BOWLING
34 2.15.A. ARCHIE CITY COLLEGE (ACC)
35 2.16.A. ARCHIE WILDCAT E-SECURITY
36 2.17.A BANK OF ARCHIE (HACHI NFT)
37 2.18.A. ARCHIE PROFESSIONAL CLEANERS
38 2.19.A. ARC MEDIA
39 2.20.A. ARCHIE V-BULL SHOOTING RANGE &

GUN SHOP

40 3.1. Archie ROYAL PRINCE CRUISE
41 3.1.A. ROYAL ARCHIE P2E GAMING CENTER
42 3.1.B. ARCHIECADE ROYAL P2E
43 3.1.C. ARCHIE SPLASH WATERPARK
44 3.1.D. ARCHIE SEA ROVER ACTIVITY CENTER

45 3.1.E. VERVE CIRCUS AND DINING EXPERIENCE

46 3.1.F. ROYAL ARCHIE - EXCALIBUR NIGHT
CLUB

47 3.1.G. ROYAL Archie- SAGE (LGBTQIA+)
NIGHT CLUB

No. PROJECT 
ID PROJECT DESCRIPTION

48 3.2.A. AQUA BAY 7-STAR HOTEL
49 3.3.A. ARCHIE RIPTIDE UNDERWATER 

AMUSEMENT PARK

50 3.4.A. ARCHIE BAYSIDE MARINA &BOAT CLUB

51 3.5.A. ARCHIE CITY AQUARIUM
52 3.8.A. ISLAND OF ARCHIE BEACHES
53 4.1.A. ARCHIE READY, AIM, FIRE!
54 4.2.A. ARCHIE SUPERSHOT
55 4.3.A. ARCHIE STARSHIP
56 4.4.A. ARCHIE BLAST-OFF
57 4.5.A. ARCHIE RIDE-ALONG
58 4.6.A. ARCHIE CRIME FIGHTERS
59 4.7.A. ARCHIE FIRE & RESCUE
60 4.8.A. ARCHIE FOREST RESCUE
61 4.9.A. ARCHIE ANIMAL RESCUE
62 4.10.A. ARCHIE GAME HUT
63 4.11.A. AYE, AYE, ARCHIE
64 4.12.A. ARCHIE SKYHIGH
65 4.13.A. ARCHIE SPORTS MODE
66 4.14.A. ARCHIE CATCH ME
67 4.15.A. ARCHIE FINAL BATTLE
68 4.16.A. ARCHIE WINTER SPORTS
69 4.17.A. ARCHIE AUTO EXCURSION
70 4.18.A. ARCHIE PARADISE
71 4.19.A. ARCHIE BACK TO NATURE

72 4.20.A ARCHIE ADVENTURE
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PHASE1:

PLAY2 EARN&
ENTERTAINMENT

We will be releasing the Play2Earn Games and Entertainment 
section of the Metaverse first because this is something with 
which visitors are already familiar. Our goal through gaming 
and entertainment is to get our visitors comfortable with a 
Web3 Virtual World in an environment that feels familiar.
This will eventually make it easier for them to use the E-
Commerce and Real Estate aspects of ArchieMeta as they 

come available in the next phases.

People will have access to games, entertainment, 
conferences, meeting spaces, conventions, trade shows, 

night clubs, private beaches, vehicles, sightseeing, and much 
more! All in a Virtual Reality Web3 environment! These 

experiences, though Virtual, will be designed to feel real just 
like being in the real world through available VR technology 

such as headsets, suits, etc.
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Just as in the physical world, 
the Island of Archie has a 
city government. The city 

government, housed in city 
hall, will be responsible for 

powering metaverse utilities, 
promoting economic 

development, and public 
safety.

Whether you want to go to a 
casino and play to win or 
want to take your family out 
for some entertainment, 
ArchieMeta has it all. While 
you are in shooting range 
practicing, your kids can be
in the game arcades.

One of the largest cruise ship 
to take you around the island 
while you dine or play in the 
7-star Royal Archie Casino.
Enjoy the beaches and have a 
ride in your boat and a five
star marina club.

If you just want to
lOUNGE and play some
games by yourself or with
your friends, let
ArchieGame be your
playing ground They’ll be
great games for 
everyone’s enjoyment!

City Hall | Law Enforcement
| Fire Department | EMS |
ArchieFi | Public Works | 
Toll Authority | Waste 
Management | Water 
Authority | Parks and 
Recreation | Urgent Care

Casinos | Nightclub | Hotels
| Auto Dealership | Market |
Stadiums | Recreational 
Centers | Airport | 
Convention Center | Motor 
Speedway | Utilities | Bank

Cruise | Sightseeing | Casino | 
Night Club | Game Centre | 
Circus | Dining | Marina | 
Beaches

SE C T I O N 2
BUSINESS ON LAND

SE C T I O N 3
BUSINESS ON WATER

SE C T I O N 4
GAME CENTERSS

SE C T I O N 1
BUSINESS ON LAND

Game Arcades with different 
games for everyone in the family.
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Total Visitors Expected 
2000 PER DAY

Total Expected to Play Free 
1000 per day

PASSIVE INCOME
FACTS

Average Amount Spent By Each Paying Visitor.
$250 Total Revenue per day

$250,000 Monthly $ 7.5mill Payout 60/40 
Net Revenue $3 mill

NFT PAYOUT SUMMAY

NFT QTY PCT% AMOUNT MONTHLY

CASINO MANAGER 1 0.25% $ 7,500.00 $ 7,500.00

ASST MANAGER 2 0.15% $ 4,500.00 $ 9,000.00

SUPERVISOR 20 0.075% $ 2,250.00 $    45,000.00

TABLE DEALERS 120 0.06% $ 1,800.00 $ 216,000.00

SLOT MACHINE TECHS 60 0.05% $ 1,500.00 $    90,000.00

CASINO CASHIER 10 0.05% $ 1,500.00 $    15,000.00

HOTEL MANAGER 1 0.15% $ 4,500.00 $ 4,500.00

ASST MANAGER 2 0.08% $ 2,250.00 $ 4,500.00

FRONT END 4 0.05% $ 1,500.00 $ 6,000.00

ROOM SERVICE 10 0.05% $ 1,500.00 $    15,000.00

HOTEL CASHIER 6 0.05% $ 1,500.00 $ 9,000.00

BAR MANAGER 1 0.10% $ 3,000.00 $ 3,000.00

BARTENDER 5 0.08% $ 2,250.00 $    11,250.00

REST MANAGER 1 0.10% $ 3,000.00 $ 3,000.00

REST CHEF 2 0.08% $ 2,250.00 $ 4,500.00

REST SERVER 6 0.05% $ 1,500.00 $ 9,000.00

GIFT SHOP 2 0.05% $ 1,500.00 $ 3,000.00
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OTHER NFTs THAT ARE
CONNECTED TO THE EVEREST CASINO

www.archienekonft.io

1.1 CITY HALL 222

1.1.B. ARCHIE CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT (ACPD) 283
1.1.C. ISLAND OF ARCHIE FIRE DEPARTMENT (FDIA) 233
1.1.D. EMS (ISLAND OF ARCHIE EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES) 223
1.1.E. ARCHIEFI 161
1.1.F. ARCHIEMETA PUBLIC WORKS 161
1.1.G. ARCHIEMETA TOLL AUTHORITY 123
1.1.H. ARCHIEMETA WASTE MANAGEMENT 223
1.1.I. ISLAND OF ARCHIE WATER AUTHORITY 223
1.1.J. ARCHIE CITY PARKS & RECREATION 63
1.1.K. ARCHIE CITY URGENT CARE CENTER 104
2.11.A. ARCHIE VALLEY RENEWABLE ENERGY 211
2.12.A. ARCHIE EXCEL LOGISTICS 121
2.16.A. ARCHIE WILDCAT E-SECURITY 211
2.18.A. ARCHIE PROFESSIONAL CLEANERS 211

http://www.archienekonft.io/
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How to Enter And Play in
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Bank of Archie(BOA) is the DeFI Exchange of ArchieMeta. Bank of Archie (BOA) allows 
anyone that has $ARC or $WARC to convert their Archie Holdings to ArchieMeta crypto 
holdings with ease of a swap. Bank of Archie is deployed on ARC Chain (ARC) and it 
conveys all benefits of Archie Chain.

Bank of Archie has a 1% charge for every swap that happens. Value ration will be 1:1 for 
all tokens except $ARWD is 1:1000 against $ARC and/or $WARC.
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There will be a total 5 Tokens that will be deployed 
on ArchieChain for Bank of Archie.

1. Archie Everest Casino Cash
2. Archie Venus Casino Cash
3. Archie Royal Casino Cash
4. ArchieMeta Cash
5. Archie Rewards Cash

$ARCE
$ARCV
$ARCR
$ARCM
$ARWD

There are several different projects in our ArchieMeta. To name a few: casinos,

shooting range, ship, arcades, night clubs and so on. In order for you to have

the right experience and still have the every day common life effect, we need to

separate the type of crypto used in our ArchieMeta.

For example:

We have 3 different casinos in our upcoming ArchieMeta. 1. Everest, 2.

Venus and 3. Royal Archie. Even though, $ARC and WARC are the official crypto

currency of our ArchieMeta, we need to separate the use to make it more

adventurous in our ArchieMeta. A person who wants to play in Everest Casino

will have to surrender his $ARC or WARC for Everest Casino Cash ($ARCE) which,

carries the same value but can’t be swapped for any other token or used in any

other place other than in our Everest Casino.

This will create a real-world experience as we do every day in our life. More

information in next pages coming up.

All these tokens are for use within ArchieMeta 
through Bank of Archie and except for Archie 
Reward Cash Token, they are not transferable from 
wallet to wallet or to person. Please take a note of 
it.
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When you swap $ARC or
$WARC to any of the tokens 
within ArchieMeta Internal 
Exchange, the amount of 
token that you receive will be 
in equal value in USD$.

When you swap it back to
$ARC or WARC, it will convert
back to actual value of $ARC 
or $WARC.
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www.archiemeta.io

www.archieaggregator.io

You can use ArchieAggregator

to Swap $ARC from 15000+ 

tokens from  50 Blockchains

www.archieswap.io

You can buy $ARC using 

ArchieSwap

To play with crypto 

in our metaverse 

project, you must 

enter ArchieMeta 

website and connect 

your wallet with 

$ARC.  
You must have

$ARC in your 

wallet to ENTER 

& play for 

CRYPTO OPTION
If you don’t have 

$ARC in your wallet
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PLAYER Using the Bank of Archie swap, 

they are swapping from $ARC to ARCE 

to play in Everest P2E Center

Player swap their $ARCE to $ARC and boa 

calculates the pay out of NFT and other 

PROJECTS and distribute accordingly

Process of  
EVEREST PLAY TO EARN CENTER

PLAYER
ENTER 

WITH $ARC

New player enters 

the Everest P2E 

center with $ARC 

from Archie Swap or 

Swapping their 

native token in 

ArchieAggregator

PLAYER

Swap $ARC for 

$ARCE 

Now, player can use the $ARCE to 

bet on any games within Everest 

P2E center and the balance will 

show in their wallet as $ARCE

PLAYER

LEAVES WITH 

$ARC

Payout  NFT in
USDT

Payout other 

Projects in USDT
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For entering & playing in Archie Everest Play 2 Earn Gaming Center, 
patron must have $ARC or $WARC in their wallet before connecting 
their wallet to Bank of Archie to buy $ARCE.

How to buy $ARC or $WARC

1. ArchieSwap
2. ArchieAggregator

ARCHIE Everest CASINO 

Please note: At the time of this presentation is published, there are only 
ArchieSwap and Archie Aggregator ready.  We will be on several exchanges 
and please check updated information on our official websites.
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MULTI-CHAIN DEFI EXCHANGE
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Why ArchieAggregator?
Archie Aggregator is Multi-Chain swap that will help anyone from swapping between chains and tokens. We 
thought about this idea to make it easy easy for people to come to our Archie Metaverse and use the
service.

As you all know, ArchieChain is a brand-new chain and the reality is there. How will be able to market our newly 
created ArchieChain to gain the trust and easiness to use to all people from all over the world ? We can dream of 
it and claim that we have the fastest blockchain with 2 seconds transaction and a near-zero gas (4 gwei). Truth
is, we need to let people know about what we are trying to do and that takes time and effort.

In order to achieve this, we thought of a multi-chain swap such as Archie Aggregator. As you all know, 
ArchieCoin(ARC) is the native coin of ArchieChain and also you will need ArchieCoin (ARC) to enter into our Archie 
Metaverse. We purposely did this to create awareness of our ArchieChain and let others know about the use 
cases.

Let’s talk about a real case scenario:
A person holding a token in Akash Network wanted to visit our Archie Metaverse.
That person can use Archie Aggregator to swap his/her token from Akash Network to ArchieCoin (ARC) on Archie 
Network and enter and play in our Play-2-Earn center. Not only how convenient that is, he/she is able to swap 
back to their native token through Archie Aggregator upon leaving our Archie Metaverse. Now, there is a 
convenience fee. Please check the actual fee before you swap. But imagine how hard it is for you to swap across 
chains ? And how long will it take?

Now you now why we created this utility for our Archie Metaverse.
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MULTI-CHAINDEFIEXCHANGE
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SUPPORTED

BLOCKCHAINS 50 | 15000+
BLOCKCHAINS                      TOKEN/COINS

SUPPORTED

WALLETS 13
WALLETS
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ARBITRUM DESMOS MOON RIVER BINANCE

AKASH E-MONEY MOONBEAM CLOVER
ARCHIE CHAIN ETHEREUM OKC COIN98

AURORA EVMOS OPTIMISM COINBASE
AVALANCHE FANTOM OSMOSIS COSMOPOLITAN
BANDCHAIN FUSE PERSISTENCE EXODUS
BINANCE GNOSIS POLYGON FRONTIER
BINANCE 
CHAIN

HARMONY REGEN NETWORK KEPLR

BITCANNA HECO SENTINEL LEAP
BITCOIN IRISNET SOLANA MATH WALLET
BITCOIN CASH JUNO STARGAZE METAMASK

BOBA KCC STARNAME OKX
CHIHUAHUA KI STRIDE SAFEPAL
COMDEX KUJIRA TERRA TOKEN POCKET
COSMOS LITECOIN THORCHAIN TRUST WALLET
CRONOS LUM UMEE WALLET CONNECT
CRYPTO.ORG MARS XDEFI

BLOCKCHAINS

BTC TRANSACTIONS 
SOLANA 
TRANSACTIONS

WALLETS

BRAVE 
PHANTOM

UPCOMING

ASSETS

LISTED
BLOCKCHAINS

50         15000+ LISTED 
WALLETS

BINANCE
CLOVER
COIN98
COINBASE
COSMOPOLITAN
EXODUS
FRONTIER
KEPLR
LEAP
MATH WALLET
METAMASK
OKX
SAFEPAL
TOKEN POCKET
TRUST WALLET
WALLET CONNECT
XDEFI
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Swap Between ….

50 
15000+
BLOCKCHAINS 

TOKEN/COINS 
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Wallets Supported
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NFTs that will 
change your life
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ArchieNeko NFTs are created in the image of our beloved Archie. These are not
just an image itself but, these images are used to participate in the operation in 
our upcoming ArchieMetaverse.

It was given enough priority to design a revenue stream for these NFTs rather
than having a value and demand that raise the price or sometimes this become
worthless. We have attached our ArchieNeko NFTs as the main work force
behind our ArchieMetaverse. For example, there are 72 projects planned so far in
the ArchieMetaverse and could add more as we needed it. Every one of those
projects need manpower to run it. Let’s take city hall for an example, Mayor,
Council Members and clerks and so on. Each one of these are assigned from the
NFT list and has a income in percentage of the revenue collected for that project
itself.

Some of the projects in the ArchieMetaverse are not revenue directly collected
from patrons but are supported by other projects within the Metaverse. For
example, cleaning service (Project NO. 2.18.A) is supported by all the projects within 
ArchieMeta by giving 1% for their revenue and in turns Cleaning Service Projects
pays its expenses and NFTs. More details are available at www.archienekonft.io.

The whole idea behind these revenue and passive income is to stay away from 
traditional Metaverse that sells acres of land to people and really there are no use 
cases other than claiming their ownership of a virtual land. Here is another
perfect example how Archie Team thinks different than others to create a
Revenue Based Crypto system that will stay in business forever.

NFTs & 
Archie Metaverse

http://www.archienekonft.io/
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Many non-utility NFTs have no real value other
than the value a buyer or community believes it to
have, based upon the rarity of its collectability or
current hype surrounding the subject.
This is where ArchieNeko vastly differs…in a very
good way… from other NFT projects currently
available.

Archieneko NFT 
Hachi NFT 

ArchieMeta NFT 
WeCareKitty NFT
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www.archienekonft.io

Total Minted & 
Released

9352

TOTAL NFTs
15000

TOTAL NFTs
1000

Total Minted & 
Released

1000

AR C H I E N E KO C O L L E C T I O N
https://opensea.io/collection/archienekonft

HA C HI C O L L EC T I O N
https://opensea.io/collection/hachinft

2 Collections
(ARCHIENEKO
15000 & HACHI

1000)

Minted and 
available to buy in 

“OpenSea”

No surprises – you 
know what you are 

buying

Every NFT listed 
has PASSIVE 

INCOME attached

http://www.archienekonft.io/
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There are two collections within Archieneko NFT.
1. ArchieNeko
2. Hachi

ArchieNeko collections has 9352 nfts currently minted and ready to 
purchase.
Hachi collections are the Bank of Archie (Project 2.17.A) and it has a
total 300 assigned. They share the revenue from the Bank of Archie 
swap. Bank of Archie swap fee 1% of the total transaction.

Please do your research and make sure you visit 
www.archienekonft.io before you purchase.

http://www.archienekonft.io/
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Exclusive Avatar Model NFTS

Exclusive Avatar Model NFTS are the newest addition to ArchieNeko Family. We are introducing this
collection to fill the need of ”Avatars” that visitors needed in the ArchieMeta. Visitors often will use these
avatars in our ArchieMeta to attend a concert or even to visit our Casinos or any other projects.

There will be a total of 150,000 avatars altogether and will be released in 30 phases. These Avatar Models
will represent almost all major races and ages to make it it interesting and the diversification of our
ArchieMeta.

Each character will be named accordingly and released as a separate collection. Benefits will be the same for
all but, prices

Please refer to ArchieMetaNFT pdf for details

✓ 30 Phases
✓ Total 150,000Avatars
✓ Staking Functionality
✓ Passive Income through Rental
✓ Club Rewards and Benefits for Owning 

Multiple NFTs
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These are 3D base photo realistic character based NFTs that you can 
use as Avatars to enter the ArchieMeta.

These characters will be used to animate and will be available to you 
to enter and walk around or play in our upcoming Metaverse
project. In addition to it, it will have more benefits for people that 
buys them in quantity. There are seven (7) exclusive clubs and they 
all have added benefit based on the amount of NFTs you owned.
Only requirement is to have them in one wallet:

You will be able to stake these NFTs once Archie Token ($ARCHIE) 
launches on ArchieChain soon.

Exclusive Avatar NFT for ArchieMeta

1. Elite Club
2. Top Gun Club
3. Admirals Club
4. Club 777
5. High Rollers Club
6. Meta Master Club
7. Archie Executive

(Between 25 – 49 Archiemeta NFTs)
(Between 50 - 74 Archiemeta NFTs)
(Between 75 – 99 Archiemeta NFTs)
(Between 100 – 149 Archiemeta NFTs)
(Between 150 – 199 Archiemeta NFTs)
(Between 200 – 499 Archiemeta NFTs) 
(Over 500Archiemeta NFTs)
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WE CARE KITTY NFTs are being created mainly to
help the Archie Foundation’s We Care Kitty 
Project. There will be a total of 10000 NFTs to be
minted on the first phase showcasing different
characters of a kitty. These NFTs will have
extensive benefits such as our ArchiemetaNFT
(club membership and rewards). More details,
please refer to Club Details on
www.archiemetanft.com

How does this work and benefit our Archie 
Foundation and Archie Token Holders:

1. 33% of all proceedings from these NFT sales will
be directly used for Archie Foundations need.

2. 10% of all proceedings from these NFT sales will
be used to buy ARCHIE Token and will be burnt
to lower the circulating supply.

3. Holders of these NFTs will have 
staking options along with other 
benefits as mentioned in the
ArchieMetaNFT.com besides the rental 
income opportunity.

http://www.archiemetanft.com/
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First token to be deployed on our Archie Chain
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ArchIe Token on ArchieChain will be the first token to deploy on 
ArchieChain. Liquidity will be created against ArchieCoin (ARC), which is 
the stable coin of ArchieChain.

Archie Token will be replacing the existing Archie Token from ERC-20 and 
all current holders will receive their token via air drop to their wallets prior 
to launch. The value was taken on the day of stop trade in effect March 
20, 2023. Holders doesn’t have to pay any fees to receive their token and 
there is a pdf document of each wallet that will receive the new tokens.
Please refer to the list to make sure your wallets are there.
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Benefits of
Archie Token

Near-Zero Fees

Low Taxes

Staking Tokens

Staking NFTS

BUY BACK & BURN

We Care Kitty PROJECT Ubet & Win
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• There are no fees other than usual gas 
fees to send and receive coins.  

• ARC will be the gas used on 
ArchieChain.

Rules:
a) Min Archie Tokento be staked: 100,000.
b) Staking rewards are calculated at the end of the 

staking pool time and user can withdraw their 
staking tokens and rewards according to the pool 
they are in.

c) If the user wants to unstake amount before 
unstaking time, then 10% will be deducted as an 
early withdrawal fee and added to the staking pool, 
and also no reward will be allocated. Plan more 
detail is explained in the table

Staking dApp will be available from the launch 
and you will be able to stake:
Ø Archie Token

As an added benefit as holder of Archie Token, we are offering our holders a unique
staking platform. We have set aside 10% (100 million) of our Archie Token for the
staking pool. While you are helping the project by locking your tokens in a staking
pool, we want to thank you for your patronage and share part of our tokens to you.
There are no fees to use our dApp except for the little gas that you pay to stake or
unstake. Notably, ArchieChain is set at 4gwei for gas charge.

ARCHIE TOKEN ($ARCHIE) STAKING PROGRAM

• In the current staking pools, we are offering:
12% APY 18%  APY 24% APY 30% APY
30 DAYS 90 DAYS 180 DAYS 360 DAYS

10% Early Withdrawal Fee applies. See below for more details.

In this dAPP 4 types of staking plan are available

Plan Amount days No of 
Months

APY Monthly Total Token 
Received

Emergency 
Withdrawal

10%

1 100000 30 1 12% 1.00% 101000 90000

2 100000 90 3 18% 1.50% 104500 90000

3 100000 180 6 24% 2.00% 112000 90000
4 100000 360 12 30% 2.50% 130000 90000
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• There are no fees other than usual gas 
fees to send and receive coins.  

• ARC will be the gas used on 
ArchieChain.

Rules:
a) Min Archie Tokens to be staked: 100,000.
b) Staking rewards are calculated at the end of the 

staking pool time and user can withdraw their 
staking Tokens and rewards according to the pool 
they are in.

c) If the user wants to unstake amount before 
unstaking time, then 10% will be deducted as an 
early withdrawal fee and added to the staking pool, 
and also no reward will be allocated. Plan more 
detail is explained in the table

Staking dApp will be available from the launch 
and you will be able to stake:
Ø Archie Token with ArchieMeta NFT

As an added benefit as holder of ArchieMetaNFT & Archie Token, we are
offering our holders a unique staking platform. We have set aside 10% (100
million) of our Archie Token for the staking pool. While you are helping the
project by locking your tokens in a staking pool, we want to thank you for
your patronage and share part of our tokens to you. There are no fees to
use our dApp except for the little gas that you pay to stake or unstake.
Notably, ArchieChain is set at 4gwei for gas charge.

ARCHIE TOKEN ($ARCHIE) / ARCHIEMETA NFT STAKING PROGRAM

• In the current staking pools, we are offering:
PLEASE REFER TO THE TABLE BLEOW

10% Early Withdrawal Fee applies. See below for more details.

In this dAPP 4 types of staking plan are available

NFT CLUB DETAILS MIN NFT 30 DAYS 90 DAYS 180 DAYS 360 DAYS

ELITE CLUB 25 - 49 15% 21% 27% 33%

TOP GUN CLUB 50 - 74 18% 24% 30% 36%

ADMIRALS CLUB 75 - 99 21% 27% 33% 39%

CLUB 777 100 -149 24% 30% 36% 42%

HIGH ROLLERS CLUB 150 -199 27% 33% 39% 45%

META MASTER CLUB 200 - 499 33% 39% 45% 51%

ARCHIE EXECUTIVE CLUB 500+ 36% 42% 48% 54%
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When we thought about making our project interesting to
our holders, we have looked at different things. We came
with ideas such as staking Archie Token and ArchieMeta
NFT Staking and saved 10% of our tokens for the same
purposes. That was not enough, we need our holders to
engage in our project daily and make it interesting for
everyone

After serious talk and thoughts, we came with idea of UBET
– You Bet To Win.

Basically, it is a game that any of our Archie Token holder
can play to win. They enter the UBET dApp and bet
anywhere from 100 Archie Token to 25000 per slots and
there are total of 10 slots in a

game. Upon finish betting, they can hit to reveal the image
of ArchieMetaNFT instantly. They will win the amount based
on the image of ArchieMetaNFT revealed. All 5000 NFTs,
whether they are minted or not, will have a unique assigned
rarity number assigned by us. List is available in
ArchieMetaNFT.com.

Not only the player wins, the owner of NFT also wins
with game. Another reason you should own a ArchieMeta
NFT.

Ubet ARCHIE DRAW
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LEVEL
Noof NFTs Winning Pct (%) to

Player
Pct (%) of Winning NFT to 

Owner
Level1 1000 NFTs 50% 10%
Level2 900 NFTs 60% 10%
Level3 800 NFTs 70% 10%
Level4 700 NFTs 75% 10%
Level5 550 NFTs 80% 10%
Level6 550 NFTs 90% 10%
Level7 400 NFTs 100% 10%
Level8 300 NFTs 200% 10%
Level9 200 NFTs 500% 10%
Level10 50 NFTs 1000% 10%

1. There are two payout:
A. To the player from column C
B. To the owner of the NFT 10%

2. Amount to bet:
User can bet minimum 100 to 25000 Archie
Tokens.

3. NFT to be used:
If a user reveals an NFT which is not
minted
yet, in this case smart contract will record
this NFT ID and rewarded amount to the
owner of NFT.

4. Fees to play:
There are no fees to play on UBET other than
the low Gas Fees or Archie ChainThere are a total 5000 NFTs in ArchieMeta NFT Collection. Of which, as per the table shown

above, we will assign the rarity classification for the UBET winning purposes.

We have assigned a unique rarity number to each one of our ArchieMeta
NFT. Based on that and refer to the table below to see the payout for
each category. There are 10 different catories that consists of different
amount of ArchieMeta NFTs as shown below.

Avatar NFTS of ArchieMeta.
Total NFTs available: 5000 
Minting Price: .049 eth 
Minting Site:  www.archiemetanft.com

Rarity Listing of 

ArchieMeta NFT
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10%

10%

10%

5%

5%
10%

4%

46%

Total Supply: 1,000,000,000

Liquidity Developer Marketing We Care Kitty

Team Staking UBet Reserve

Description PCT% Number of Tokens

Liquidity 10% 100,000,000

Developer 10% 100,000,000

Marketing 10% 100,000,000

We Care Kitty 5% 50,000,000

Team 5% 50,000,000

Staking 10% 100,000,000

UBet 4% 40,000,000

Reserve 46% 460,000,000

TOTAL 100% 1,000,000,000

Token Allocations
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We will have two different tokenomics :
Initial First Month and Regular after First Month

Disclaimer*: ARCHIE taxes are subject to
change according to market conditions.
However, the contract is hardcoded to
never go above 9% taxes on buys and 9%
taxes on sells

Tokenomics are very much needed
for a project to succeed. When we
were thinking about setting up a
tokenomics for our new project, we
have taken lots of things in 
consideration including the
mistakes we have made on our
original token.

We need to support our liquidity
and of course ,our marketing
needs. So, we decided to have the
very minimal on two categories. In
addition to that, we have separated
transfer tax from sell and made it
lower since lots of our holders were
concerned about that.

First  30 Days 

Liquidity
Buy Sell

2% 7%

Transfer Tax will be 2% 

Marketing
Buy Sell

2% 8%

Transfer Tax will be 2% 

Total
Buy Sell

4% 15%

Liquidity
Buy Sell

3% 3%

Transfer Tax will be 2% 

Marketing
Buy Sell

2% 4%

Transfer Tax will be 2% 

Total
Buy Sell

5% 7%

After  30 Days 

Tokenomics
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C R E D E N T I A L S S
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AUDITED BY

B L O C K
SOLUTIONS
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CYBER AUDIT BY
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KYC BY
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PARTNERS
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Full functional marketplace for NFT to launch with our
low gas fee $ARC.

Security at the topmost priority. 3FA wallet with
the ability to create upto 100 sub- wallets.

Multi Chain Bridge is on the way.

UPCOMING

Utilities
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TWITTER MAIN ARCHIE ALLIANCE ARCHIE CHAIN ARCHIE META WE CARE KITTY

24 HRS
VOICE CHAT

SOCIAL MEDIA

PDF DOCUMENT LINKS

ARCHIE 
CHAIN

24 HRS 
VOICE CHAT
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Summary
We are very happy that you are here. Thank you 
for all your support and expecting the same 
coming forward.

As you can see in this presentation, we are only 
taking credit for what have been done. We will
be working hard on future utilities and will keep 
you informed. We believe in under promising and 
over delivering. Bottom line is, can you make 
money with us? We will be working hard for you.

Stop by our main chat or voice chat, let us know
how we are doing. We open and your voice will
be heard.

Thank You from Archie Family.
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The story of Archie is true, the story of a cute, friendly, and fiercely loyal kitty. 
Founded in 2022, with a vision to generate wealth for a decentralized community in 
a safe and secure environment, leveraging Defi protocols and to impact the globe 
for good, thereby cherishing the memory of our beloved Archie.

The Archie Foundation reiterates our commitment to the welfare and upliftment of 
the weaker community to reflect our love and respect for each other.

The Vision
The vision of Archie Foundation was always to help the neediest . We have set
aside 5% of our original Erc-20 Archie token and since the project was not doing that 
great, we have decided to hold it off. That being said, when we migrate to our new 
ARC Chain Archie, we will be bringing that money value to the Archie Foundation 
wallet along with an extra 5% from the new ARCHIE token on ARC Chain will also be 
added. We are focusing more on the kitties with new token.

We will be sponsoring kitties who are affected by sickness (especially leukemia) and 
homeless ones to find a cozy home for them. We will reach out to several animal 
shelters and rescue teams and comb the operation. Then again, we will not sell our 
token to hurt our chart to do that. Instead, we will use 33% of the NFT (we care kitty
NFT) sales to do that.
Besides kitties, you will find detailed information about our foundations vision in 
the following pages.
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Setting an inspiring Role model
through our Impactful Framework
Following up on the vision and mission of Archie, the Foundation along
with a strong worldwide community will be the hands and feet to impact the
world for good through SMART goals that will be reviewed quarterly with
our investors. At Archie, we are driven by the potential of our business to
touch the lives and shape the future. To achieve this goal, we did set aside
5% of tokens (500,000,000,000,000,000,000) from the total supply into the
Foundation in our original Erc-20 Archie Token. We will migrate those token
value to our new ARC Chain ARCHIE Token and add another 5% of the new
ARCHIE Token to the wallet. We will not sell these tokens to hurt our chart
in stead will use the money from the We Care Kitty NFT project as stated
before.

Foundation and CSR Objectives
The Archie Foundation - our Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) arm - established with a purpose majorly to:

► We Care Kitty Project (Rescue and shelter)
► Help and uplift the uniquely abled children
► Educate Girls, Empower women
► Sponsor under-privileged villages
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Animal Rescue and Shelter
The Archie Foundation is named after our beloved cat Archie who left us untimely.
We believe, it is our responsibility to support kitty welfare in whatever possible
manner. We want to partner with NGOs and provide assistance to kitties in distress
and emergency funding for life- saving veterinary care of low-income families. Too
many families lose beloved pets and members of their families because of
unexpected medical emergencies. The Archie Foundation addresses this need by
providing emergency funding to low-income families. We would like to extend a
helping hand and support through Service Providers of cat treatments, cat rescue
and rehabilitation service.
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Educating Girls | Empowering Women
Archie Foundation will give special emphasis to girls and women whether it’s
helping educate to eradicate the stigma against girls, to educate girls,
empower them to stand up for themselves and their kin. We will help fund
women-owned businesses and help educate girls to provide equal
opportunity and level the playing field. Funds will also be used to assist NGOs
that are working against sex trafficking and violence against women.

Financial aid provided to disadvantaged children on a case-to-case basis is
complemented by a sustained effort to improve the infrastructure and learning
environment.

Stay with Children who are Uniquely Gifted
Our primary focus is to meet the needs of children with special needs in
third-world countries and the inner cities of western nations, including the
USA, where we hope to function as a non- governmental organization
(NGO) or partner with other NGOs. We want to invest in the lives of
children in impoverished regions to help with hunger, malnutrition,
access to drinking water, sanitation, education, and last but not least, to
stand in the gap to provide access to equipment for special needs.

We would also like to adopt deserving schools, as part of the mission to
improve the academic standards of the differently abled children. This
includes ensuring improvements in infrastructure, buying necessary
classroom furniture, blackboards, desks and benches, toys – and consistent
distribution of other school supplies.
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Looking forward:

Forging a Sustainable CSR model

The CSR initiatives of Archie Foundation are drawn up by the enhanced

CSR goals and include promotion of sustainable practices in schools.

The “AchieNeko” Scholarships will be awarded to include assistance to girl

children who show exceptional ability in maths and science subjects. This

pioneering CSR initiative comes in the light of recent UN reports that say

that women account for only 33% of world's researchers and are a minority

in digital information technology, computing, physics, mathematics and

engineering. From the funding of initiatives aligned with Archie Foundation,

our objective has grown to embrace the larger goal of furthering the United

Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDG) through our CSR

programmes.

Sponsoring Villages

Another area of focus for the Archie Foundation will be to sponsor and

uplift small villages in third-world countries. We will partner with NGOs

to educate villages, build up small-scale industries in these villages to

create jobs to help keep the population from migrating to the

congested bigger cities. The foundation will look into partnerships with

government and non- governmental agencies in order to meet the

energy and internet connectivity needs in these villages, which we

think will open up opportunities in a self-sustaining manner.
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